Set phrases (1)

When you look up an expression which consists of more than one word, start with the entry for the first word. If it’s not there, look up another word in the expression.

The expression may be ...

... in an example

... listed with a blue bullet point within the entry

... in its own entry

Prenez du papier kraft.

le kraft masc noun
le papier kraft brown paper

la matière fem noun
1 subject
Matière préférée, c’est l’histoire.
2 material
• les matières grasses fat (in food)

Il prend mes affaires sans me demander.

le & la sans-abri masc & fem noun
homeless person
les sans-abri the homeless

Penfriends with similar interests

Find the underlined expressions in your dictionary, and write them in English.

Who do you think are the best partners for these students?

Youssef:
windsurfing

Best partner: 

Ludovic:

Best partner: 

Caroline:

Best partner: 

Nicolas:

Best partner: 

Roulah:

Best partner: 
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